Risks and disclaimer
This document is provided for your information only and

losses, as there are no warranties that the NIXT token will

that under no circumstance should it be considered an

increase in value or hold its value.

effort by Nexinter and/or NextHash to either promote or
sell stocks or securities on its platform or on any other
related or associated company’s platform.
NIXT tokens are not securities
Participants in the IEO comprehend and fully accept the fact
that NIXT tokens are not securities under any circumstance,
neither are they registered with any government entity as a
security. Participants comprehend and fully accept the fact
that ownership of NIXT tokens does not grant them the
right to expect or to receive proceeds, revenue, or other
payments or returns arising from the attainment, holding,
administration or disposal of the Nexinter and/or NextHash
platforms.
NIXT tokens are not to be considered an investment
Although the company will do its best to proceed with the
project as described within this whitepaper and complete it
at the best of its ability, unforeseen circumstances might not
allow the completion of the project in whole or partially. NIXT
tokens can never be considered an official or legally binding
investment of any kind and purchasing the token is done at
own risk. Any and all types of funds collected during the IEO
are in no way insured. Funds may lose their value in whole or

NIXT Token holding benefits
Participants expressly comprehends and fully accepts the
fact that all NIXT tokens holding benefits, described in the
T&C, the Whitepaper, Website or in any other public place
are provided for informational purposes only and can at any
point in time be subject to change, due to the change in the
value of the NIXT token. Additionally, participants fully
comprehend and agree that holders of NIXT tokens can be
excluded from participating in upcoming DSOs, due to provisions
set forth by different regulations and regulatory bodies.
Risks associated with regulation
IEO’s/STO’s and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies are
mostly unregulated at present. Efforts are being made by
various regulatory bodies around the world to regulate or
even restrict the cryptocurrency market. Such actions can
greatly affect the functionality and value of the NIXT token
as well as that of other cryptocurrencies.
Risks associated with new technology
NIXT tokens and cryptocurrency tokens in general are a
relatively new and untested technology. Due to this nature,
technology-related unforeseen events may occur at any
time. Participants comprehend and fully accept all types of
related risks involved.

completely without warning.

Right to close the IEO

No form of warrantee of proceed or revenue provided

Participants comprehend and fully accept the fact that
Nexinter and/or NextHash reserve the right to end the IEO
at any given time after its start, if Nexinter and/or NextHash
deems that enough tokens were sold.

The acquisition of NIXT tokens is done at the participant’s
own risk and under no circumstance should the participanthold Nexinter and/or NextHash accountable for any kind of
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Fund refunds

Integration

In case our IEO and distribution of NIXT tokens is cancelled,
the funds collected by Nexinter and/or NextHash will be
returned back to the wallets of their respective providers.

This whitepaper does not constitute an official agreement of
any kind and the information provided herein is for informational
purposes only. Project parameters, dates, specifications
provided as well as other details technical are subject to
change without prior notice.

Marketing
Nexinter and/or NextHash bear no responsibility to cover
any claims made by its promoting/marketing associates.
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